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1. Introduction

Cancer-type classification plays a major role in

improving patient survival rates. Amicroarray consists of

a solid surface towhich biological molecules are arranged

in a regular pattern. For many treatments, there are

certain genetic molecular factors like signatures or gene

alternations with heterogeneous biological characteristics

that allowdiscerning the responses. The carcinogenic cells

have some gene expression characteristics like impaired

gene expressions. The degree of dataset separability is

highly correlated to the performance of classification;

Hence, we analysed the performance using techniques

such as clustering. For the distribution of microarray gene

expression dataset, based on the labels of data, we can

obtain good apriori insight over the algorithm.. Even from

small quantity of data, the characteristics of the problem

given can be learned by techniques such as ML and DL

algorithms. And these data were classified into two parts

such as training and validation.

For evaluating the performance of the model,

validation dataset is used and for the parameter

calibration the training dataset is used. To obtain clear

knowledge about the dataset,we have done an

hierarchical analysis, before applying these supervised

learning (classification algorithms). There are distinct

distance metrics used by the hierarchical clustering, such

as average, complete, ward and median, weighted,

centroid and single. At first, we used a dataset without
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요 약
For efficient and accurate diagnosis and precise outcome in medical treatments in

oncology, the Cancer classification area plays a major role. The emergence of DNA

microarray technology has enabled researchers to analyze the expression level of thousands

of genes simultaneously. We had used well kmown microarray gene expression dataset called

11_tumors dataset. In this study, we had classified different cancer types by using machine

Learning and deep Learning algorithms. We tuned the microarray datasets with

pre-processing techniques such as principal component analysis and scaling techniques. And,

we had analysed the impact on feature reduction over high dimensional microarray cancer

gene expression dataset. Also, we have achieved significant improvement in certain

algorithms such as support vector classification and multilayer perceptron after tuning the

input datasets.
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preprocessing it as the input dataset. These distance

metrics serve to he differences between the data samples

and vary in their capacity to deal with large outliers (i.e.,

between weighted, centroid, and median metrics) or if

they allowchoosing the number of clusters to consider.

After this clustering, we tested all of the datasets

created in the previous step To find the methodology for

best preprocessing . In this study, we compare the

performance of the most commonly used ML and DL

algorithms in bioinformatics in the task of classifying by

supervised and unsupervised techniques. We used the

11_Tumor database and applied different preprocessing

strategies.. The datasets used represent measurements of

gene expression using cancer microarrays and normal

biopsies. This database consists of 174 sampleswith 12,533

gene expression microarrays for 11 different types of

cancer. The 12,533 microarrays of genetic expression are

integers withpositive and negative values; these values

represent the characteristics that allow the ML and DL

algorithms to learn how to classify by cancer

type.Considering an Cost efficient and improved cancer

diagnosis, these information of gene expression data

extracted from the tumour cells in the microarray

improves the cancer treatment. For analyzing the huge

amount of genes in the microarray dataset, the Machine

Learning algorithms aremore precise andeffective.

2. Background

2.1 Anoverviewof MicroarrayDatasets

Based on gene expression, for classifying the cancer

types and diagnosing, identifying the gene expression

informative subset by means of feature selections plays a

crucial role. To infere these targeted gene expressions,

Previous articles used both ML and DL algorithms in

microarray gene expressions. The 11_Tumors database is

an popularMicroaarray gene expression dataset related to

cancer diagnosis, and for the curse of dimensionality it is

one of the best example because, high number of

characteristics and few registers of this database. Table 1

presents the details of the experimental datasets in terms

of diverse samples, attributes and classes.

2.2 RelatedWorks

The performance of the IG/SGA algorithm [1] is

evaluated by considering seven microarray datasets and

the results are compared with six techniques. High

classification accuracy of 100% is achieved for two

datasets (Lung cancer-Michigan and Prostate Cancer

datasets). The performance of the IG/SGA algorithm [1]

is evaluatedby considering sevenmicroarray datasets and

the results are compared with six techniques. High

classification accuracy of 100% is achieved for two

datasets (Lung cancer-Michigan and Prostate Cancer

datasets). Innovative gene selection algorithm (GSP) [2]

can not only provide a smaller subset of relevant genes

for cancer classification but also achieve higher

classification accuracies in most cases with shorter

processing time comparedwithGEP.

<Table 1> List of Microarray Datasets with attributes

However, the processing time of GSP is still longer than

that of PSOandGAmodels Therefore, Most of the related
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articles, used the methods for selecting features, an data

science technique for testing particular data, like

clustering methods, preprocessing techniques, dimension

reduction and feature selection. By using some Machine

Learning algorithms with one tuning (preprocessing)

strategy, and a learning technique unsupervised /

supervised learning, [3] this article achieved high

accuracy which could add bias to their methodology.

Moreover, these Microarray datasets, has the common

problemcalled the curse of dimensionality. Therefore, the

data are dispersed and the results are not statistically

stable or reliable, directly affecting the accuracy achieved

byML andDLalgorithms.

3. Feature Reductionwith PCAandScaling

Hence, We are proposing two Tuning (preprocessing)

techniques scaling and principal component analysis

(PCA) inspired from [3] to solve this problem. The first

technique is used to calibrate the model and to perfectly

place the data are in the suitable values. To improve the

statistical and to decrease the noise introduced during

training themodel by irrelevant characteristics, the second

technique is used. For each machine learning and deep

learning algorithms, there are four datasets to be created

for training and validation. No preprocessing techniques

to be applied for the first dataset. And only a scaling

process for the second dataset; for the third, we applied

Principal component analysis with 96%variance retained.

Atlast, for the last (fourth) dataset, we applied both PCA

and scaling techniques, and obtained a dimensional

Features reductionof 90.5%(principal components).

4. Experimental Evaluation

After tuning the raw input datasets into four

preprocessed datasets for each dataset, We propose to

evaluate the performance of well-knownML classification

algorithms, including SVC, LDA, MLP, RF and K-means.

The SVC and MLP outperformed the other state-of-art

models. These two algorithimic results has improved a lot

after tuningwith PCAandScaling techniques.

(Figure 1) Evaluation comparision with different

algorithms for 11_Tumors dataset

5. Conclusion

For Classifying Tumours types with complex

microarray cancer datasets, techniques like machine

learning and deep learning are highly effective. In this

paper, we propose tuning techniques for improving

accuracies in classifying the cancer types, which inturn

accelarate the precise cancer type predictions for patients

with these certain pathologies. And it will also provide

new precise treatment or medicine for the cancer patients

with these tumor types.
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